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1. Introduction 
This paper presents a new polynomial invariant of plane bipartite cubic graphs, 
which was obtained as a byproduct of some recent research on topological 
invariants of knots, links and spatial graphs [5]. More precisely, the invariant 
which we shall describe is the restriction to plane graphs of a certain invariant of 
oriented bipartite cubic graphs embedded in 3-space, which corresponds in the 
case of links to a one-variable specialization of the ‘homfly’ polynomial [2]. It will 
not be possible to give here an account of these topological aspects, and we have 
chosen to propose a self-contained exposition of the plane case. We hope to 
convince the reader that this plane case is of interest in itself by exhibiting 
relationships with two well studied invariants of plane cubic graphs, the number 
of edge-3-colorings and the flow polynomial evaluated at A = t + 1, where r 
denotes the golden ratio. We also hope to contribute to a better understanding of 
a method for constructing invariants due to Yetter [16] by giving a detailed proof 
of the existence of our invariant which illustrates this method. 
2. Computing by reduction on plane bipartite cubic graphs 
2.1. Cubic graphs 
Consider the class of finite undirected graphs, with loops and multiple edges 
allowed, all vertices of which have degree 2 or 3. Recall that two such graphs are 
homeomorphic if there exists a subdivision of one graph which is isomorphic to a 
subdivision of the other. All properties to be studied here are invariant under 
homeomorphism and consequently we do not wish to distinguish between 
homeomorphic graphs. A convenient way to do this is to represent each 
equivalence class under homeomorphism by a graph with no vertices of degree 2. 
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This leads us to introduce, as a representative of the class of cycles, a graph with 
no vertices and one edge forming a cycle, which we call a free loop. We define a 
cubic graph as a graph, all vertices of which have degree 3. Thus each component 
of such a graph is either a cubic graph in the usual sense (i.e. with non-empty 
vertex-set) or a free loop. 
A bipartite orientation of a cubic graph is a choice of an orientation for each 
edge such that every vertex is a source or a sink. A cubic graph is bipartite if it has 
a bipartite orientation. Thus a cubic graph is bipartite iff each of its components is 
either a bipartite cubic graph in the usual sense or a free loop. 
A plane graph is a planar graph properly embedded in the plane. We shall not 
distinguish between embeddings which are equivalent under plane isotopy. In a 
plane cubic graph, a free loop is embedded as a simple closed curve disjoint from 
the rest of the graph. We shall denote by SP’SS% the class of plane bipartite cubic 
graphs. 
2.2. Computing the number of edge-3colorings in B%% 
Let G be a cubic graph. An edge-3-coloring of G is a coloring of its edges with 
3 colors 1,2,3 such that each vertex is incident with an edge of each color. We 
shall denote by T(G) the number of edge-3-colorings of G. For instance if G 
consists of k free loops, T(G) = 3k. It is well known that the Four Color Theorem 
is equivalent to the existence of an edge-3-coloring for every bridgeless plane 
cubic graph, and this is a strong motivation for the study of T(G) in this case. A 
recursive method to compute T(G) for plane cubic graphs, based on the 
reduction of faces of length at most five, can be found in the pioneering work by 
Birkhoff and Lewis [l] (which studies more generally the chromatic polynomial of 
the dual plane graph). It turns out that the Birkhoff-Lewis method to compute 
7’(G) can also work inside the restricted class of plane bipartite cubic graphs and 
we present now this restricted method. 
We call an i-gon of a plane graph a face bounded by a cycle (with no repeated 
vertices) of length i. 
We shall need the following easy lemma. 
Lemma 1. Every plane bipartite cubic graph has a free loop, or an interior 2-gon, 
or an interior 4-gon. 
Proof. Let G be a graph in 9%43% and assume that G has no free loops. Consider 
a component H = (V, E) of G with the property that no interior face of H 
contains another component of G. It is easy to see that H has no bridges and 
hence each face of H is an i-gon, with i even since H is bipartite. Let 5 be the 
number of i-gons of H. By Euler’s formula the number of faces of H is 
r = IEl - IV1 + 2 = (IEl/3) + 2. Hence 2 IEI = 6r - 12 = C ih and C (6 - i)fi‘ = 12. 
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It follows that 2fz +f4 2 6 and H has at least two 2-gons or at least two 4-gons, 
one of which is an interior 2-gon or an interior 4-gon of G. 0 
Now a pair (G, G’) of graphs in 993% will be called: 
(i) a U-reduction (of 6 use C), if G has a free loop C and G’ is obtained from 
G by deleting C. 
(ii) a 2- re UC zon of base C), if G has an interior 2-gon with boundary C and d t’ ( 
G’ is obtained from G by deleting one edge of C and erasing the two vertices of 
degree 2 thus created (see Fig. 1). 
Similarly we call a 4-reduction (of base C) a triple (G, G’, G”) such that G has 
an interior 4-gon with boundary C and G’, Cl” are obtained from G by deleting 
two opposite edges of C (in the two possible ways) and erasing the four vertices 
of degree 2 thus created (see Fig. 2). 
Proposition 2. (i) For every O-reduction (G, G’), T(G) = 3T(G’). 
(ii) For every 2-reduction (G, G’), T(G) = 2T(G’). 
(iii) For every 4-reduction (G, G’, G”), T(G) = T(G’) + T(G”). 
Proof. (i) is trivial. For the other cases we shall extend the notion of 
edge-3-coloring to graphs with vertices of degree 1 or 3 in the obvious way. 
(ii): Let D be the base of the 2-reduction (G, G’) and e, e’ the (possibly equal) 
edges not in D but incident to its vertices (see Fig. 1). Let H be obtained from G 
by deleting the edges of D and T,(H) be the number of edge-3-colorings of H 
such that e, e’ have the same color. It is easy to see that T(G) =2&(H) and 
T(G’) = T,(H). 
(iii): Let Q be th e b ase of the 4-reduction (G, G’, G”) and ei (i = 1, . . . , 4) the 
(not necessarily distinct) edges not in Q but incident to its vertices, numbered in 
cyclic order around Q (see Fig. 2). Let H be obtained from G by deleting the 
edges of Q. We denote by T,(H) (respectively: T,(H), T,(H)) the number of 
G G’ G” 
Fig. 2. 
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edge-3-colorings of H such that the partition of {er, e2, e3, e4} induced by the 
coloring is {{el, e2, e3, e4}} (respectively: {{cl, e,>, {e,, e,>>, {{ci, cd>, 
{e2, e3}}). Clearly, with the notations of Fig. 2, T(G’) = T,(H) + T,(H) and 
T(G”) = T,(H) + T,(H). M oreover it is easy to check that T(G) =27’,‘,(H) + 
T,(H) + T,(W q 
Lemma 1 and Proposition 2 yield a recursive algorithm to compute T(G) for 
any plane bipartite cubic graph: apply the rules of Proposition 2 whenever 
possible; when no rule can be applied, G is a free loop and 7’(G) = 3. 
It is clear from this algorithm that T(G) is positive. This is of course well 
known. However we shall obtain a more precise result. 
Recall that a series-parallel graph is a graph which contains no subdivision of 
the complete graph on 4 vertices as a subgraph (see for instance [9]). An 
equivalent definition is that a 2-connected graph with at least two edges is 
series-parallel iff it can be obtained from a cycle of length 2 by series extensions 
(subdividing an edge) and parallel extensions (adding a new edge parallel to an 
existing edge). 
Proposition 3. Let G be a plane bipartite cubic graph with n vertices and k 
connected components. Then 3k2”” c T(G) =S 3k2n’2. Moreover T(G) = 3k2”” iff G 
is series-parallel. 
Proof. By induction on the number of edges. The result is true for a free loop. If 
(G, G’) is a O-reduction or a 2-reduction, using Proposition 2 ((i) and (ii)) we 
easily see that the result for G’ implies the result for G. Let now (G, G’, G”) be a 
4-reduction. Let k’ (respectively: k”) be the number of components of G’ 
(respectively: G”). By our induction hypothesis: 
3k’2@--4)/4 c T(G’) c 3k’2(n--4W and 3k”2@--4W < T(G”) c 3k”2(“-W. 
Hence by Proposition 2 (iii), 
(3k’ + 3y)2(“-“)/4 c T(G) < (3k’ + 3k”)2(n-‘W. 
Since k c k’, k d k”, it is clear that 2. 3k s 3k’ + 3W and hence 3k2n’4 s T(G). 
On the other hand, k’ s k + 1, k” c k + 1 and we consider two cases. If one of 
the graphs G’, G” has more components than G, the base of the 4-reduction 
(G, G’, G”) contains an edge-cut of size 2: we shall say that the 4-reduction is 
disconnecting. It is easy to see that in this case the two other edges of this cycle of 
length 4 do not form an edge-cut. Hence 3k’ + 3k” = 4. 3k for a disconnecting 
4-reduction and 3k’ + 3k” = 2 . 3k for a nondisconnecting 4-reduction. The 
inequality T(G) c 3k2n’2 follows immediately. 
Moreover it is clear from the preceding proof that the equality T(G) = 3k2n’2 
will occur iff T(G) can be computed by using only O-reductions, 2-reductions 
and disconnecting 4-reductions. It is easy to show that G has this property iff it is 
series-parallel. 0 
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Remark. It would be nice to obtain a sharp lower bound for T(G). 
2.3. The golden flow polynomial 
For every plane cubic graph G, we denote by F(G, A) its flow polynomial ([ll], 
see also [4]). For positive integer values of A, this polynomial counts the flows (in 
an arbitrary orientation) of G with nonzero values in an arbitrary abelian group 
of il elements. For instance, by considering edge-3-colorings as flows with 
nonzero values in Z2 x Z2, we see that F(G, 4) = T(G). For our purposes, we 
can be satisfied with the following definition: F(G, d) is the chromatic polynomial 
of the dual of G, divided by il. 
There is another case where the Birkhoff-Lewis method to compute F(G, A) 
can be restricted to bipartite graphs: this is when 13. = t + 1, where r denotes 
(fi + 1)/2, the golden ratio, so that r* = r + 1. Indeed F(G, t + 1) can be 
computed using only two simple reduction rules. One, which is obvious, is that if 
G consists of k free loops, F(G, z + 1) = t’. The other is the following striking 
identity, discovered by Tutte ([13-141). Let G, G’, G” be identical outside a 
small disk and behave as shown on Fig. 3 inside that disk. Then 
F(G, z + 1) = (t - l)F(G’, z + 1) + (t - 2)F(G”, t + 1) 
(this is formula 4.5 of [13] after correction of a typographical error). We now 
present the Birkhoff-Lewis rules to compute F(G, t + 1) for graphs G in .9!?8%. 
Proposition 4. (i) For every O-reduction (G, G’), F(G, z + 1) = tF(G’, z + 1). 
(ii) For every 2-reduction (G, G’), 
F(G, t + 1) = (t - l)F(G’, t + 1). 
(iii) For every 4-reduction (G, G’, G”), 
F(G, T + 1) = (-32 + 5)(F(G’, t + 1) + F(G”, t + 1)). 
Proof. (i) is trivial. (ii) is obtained by using Tutte’s identity once together with 
(i), and (iii) is obtained by two applications of Tutte’s identity together with (ii). 
The proofs are sketched in diagrammatic form on Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b). 0 
An obvious question now arises: which invariants of plane bipartite cubic 
graphs can be computed by applying rules for 0-, 2- and 4-reductions similar to 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4(a). 
Fig. 4(b). 
those given in Propositions 2 and 4? Let us call such an invariant reductive. We 
shall now answer the above question by proving the existence of a reductive 
invariant which is the most general in a certain sense. 
3. A universal reductive invariant 
3.1. Construction of the invariant 
The most general reductive invariant U which we shall consider will take its 
values in a commutative ring R with unit denoted by 1 and will satisfy the 
following rules (which involve special elements X, y, z of R): 
(0) If G consists of a single free loop, U(G) = 1. 
(i) For every O-reduction (G, G’), U(G) = xU(G’). 
(ii) For every 2-reduction (G, G’), U(G) = yU(G’). 
(iii) For every 4-reduction (G, G’, G”), U(G) = z(U(G’) + U(G”)). 
Note that by Lemma 1 these rules, if they are mutually consistent, indeed 
define an invariant of plane bipartite cubic graphs. Also we do not lose in 
generality by assigning the value 1 to the free loop, since the rules (i), (ii), (iii) 
are invariant under multiplication of U by a fixed element of R. 
Proposition 5. The above rules define an invariant of plane bipartite cubic graphs 
if and only ify’= z(x + 1). 
Proof. The necessity of the equation y2 = z(x + 1) is demonstrated on Fig. 5, 
where ZJ is computed in two different ways on a small graph. 
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Fig. 5. 
To show the sufficiency, we shall use the method proposed by Yetter [16] and 
based on the theory of rewriting systems (see for instance [3]). Let PBC be the set 
of isomorphism types of graphs in 9%3% and .& be the set of formal linear 
combinations CiEl riGi with r; E R, Gi E PBC and I finite, where we may have 
Gi = Gj for i #j. Such a formal linear combination must be understood as a 
notation to describe the assignment of a finite multiset of elements of R to each 
element of a finite subset of PBC. Thus (I + s)G and rG + SG are distinct 
elements of .M. For G in PBC we shall identify G with the element 1G of .A%. 
The set .& is endowed with a commutative and associative addition defined for 
disjoint index sets I and J by Ciel r;Gi + CiEr qGi = CkelvJ rkGk. 
The set .A is also provided with a left multiplication by elements of R by the 
rule r(Cit, riGi) = Ciel (rri)Gi. The properties r(M + M’) = rM + rM’, 1M = M, 
r(sM) = (rs)M for any r, s in R and M, M’ in .& are immediate. 
The elements of JU will represent the possible intermediate stages in a 
computation of U. To represent an elementary step of the computation, we 
introduce a relation + on JU. First we define the instances of the relation of the 
form G-+ M with G in PBC and M in JR: 
(i) For every O-reduction (G, G’), G-,xG’. 
(ii) For every 2-reduction (G, G’), G-, yG’. 
(iii) For every 4-reduction (G, G’, G”), G + zG’ + zG”. 
Remark. Here the definition of i-reduction is carried from 9?%% to PBC by 
simply replacing each graph appearing in a given i-reduction by its isomorphism 
type. 
To complete the definition of the relation + we state that Ciel riGi+ M iff: 
(1) either there exists j E I with G, -+ Mj and M = QMj + Ci,c,_(jj riGi (graph 
reduction) 
(2) or there exist distinct indices j and k in I with G, = Gk = G and M = 
(5 + rk)G + Cie,_(j,k) riGi (grouping of terms). 
Note that if M+- M’, then M + M”-t M’ + M” and rM+ rM’ for every M” in 
Ju and r in R. 
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Now we can view a computation of U(G) as a walk in JU, each step of which is 
of the form M * M’, which starts at G and ends at an element where no further 
step is possible (such an element is called a normal form of G). Lemma 1 and 
properties (i), (ii), (iii), (1) f o -+ tell us that this normal form can be written as 
Cic, r,L, where L is (the isomorphism type of) the free loop. Moreover clearly I 
must be non-empty. Now by property (2) of +, I has only one element and the 
normal form of G is rL for some element r of R. Then by rule (0), r will be the 
required value of U(G). 
For this scheme to work we need two things. 
First, the computation should always stop at some point, that is the relation + 
should be noefherian (no infinite descending chain). This is easy to show in the 
present case: assign to each element M = Cie, rjGj of JZY a weight w(M) = 
Cie, 2”1, where mi is the number of edges of G,, and check that w(M’) < w(M) 
whenever M + M’. Thus every element of .4 has a normal form. 
Secondly, every element of .& should have a unique normal form. For relations 
such that every element has a normal form, this is expressed by the following 
coltfluerrce property. Denote by +* the transitive-reflexive closure of the 
relation +. Then + is confluent iff for every M, M’, M” in Ju with M--+* M’ and 
M+* M”, there exists M”’ in .& with M’+* M”’ and Ml’+* M”‘. Now comes the 
most useful feature of the present approach. The relation + is locally confluent 
iff for every M, M’, M” in .4 with M + M’ and M += M”, there exists M”’ in JU 
with M’+* M”’ and MN-+* M”‘. Then Newman’s ‘diamond lemma’ asserts that a 
noetherian relation is confluent if and only if it is locally confluent. This will allow 
us to reduce the study of the confluence property to a small number of cases. 
Let us prove now the local confluence of --+. Consider M = Ciel riGi and M’, 
M” in JU with M+ M’, M-, M” and M’ #Ml’. 
Assume first that each of the two instances M + M’ and M + M” corresponds 
to a grouping of terms (rule (2)). It is then easy to construct M”’ such that 
M’ + M” and M”+ M”‘. If the pairs of terms grouped in the two instances are 
disjoint, one grouping can be performed after the other in any order to obtain 
M”‘. On the other hand if these pairs of terms are not disjoint they involve three 
terms which, using the associativity of the addition in R, can be grouped in any 
order to obtain M”‘. 
Now let us consider the case where the instance M + M’ corresponds to a 
graph reduction while the instance M+ M” corresponds to a grouping of terms. 
Thus we assume that for some j E I, Gj + Mi and M’ = riMJ + Cicl-~j) r,G,, and 
that for distinct indices k, 1 in I we have Gk = G, = G and M” = (r, + r,)G + 
Cial-_(k,l} riGi. If j is distinct from k, 1, it is clear that M”‘= (r, + r,)G + rjMj + 
Ciel-_ij,k,l) i r Gi satisfies M’ + M’” and M”+ M”‘. 
If for instance j= k, then G-M, and M’ =rkMk + Cit,--(k, riGi =rkMk + 
r,G + Cisr_Ck,l) riGi. Let M”’ = (r, + rl)Mk + Ciel--(k,[) riGi. It is clear that M”+ 
M”’ and M’+rkMk +rrMk + C. _ rel {k,l) riGi. Moreover it is easy to show (by 
grouping of corresponding terms) that rkMk + rIMk+* (r, + r,)M, and hence 
M’_,*M”‘. 
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We may now assume that the two instances M + M’ and M + M” correspond 
to graph reductions (rule (1)). If there exists a pair of distinct indices j, k in I with 
Gi+ M,, Gk+ Mk, M’ = 5Mj + Cie,-(j) r;-Gi and M”= rkMk + Cit,--(k) riGi, we 
set M”‘= r,M, + rkMk + Cie,_(j,kl riGi to obtain Ml--+ M”’ and M”-t M”‘. We now 
assume that there exists an index j in I with G,-+ Mi, Gi+ My, M’ = qM,’ + 
&tr_fjI r,G, and M”= qM/+ Ciar_til riGi. If we prove the existence of an 
element MJ” such that Ml+*M,“’ and My+* M,‘“, setting Ml”= qM;“+ 
Cie,_tij riGi we shall obtain M’+* M”’ and M”** M”‘. Hence it is enough to 
consider the case where M = G belongs to PBC. 
Now we write M’ = CiEIrlGl and M” = Cjh,r;lGj’. 
Let us call the domain of the graph reduction G + M’ or G --, M” the base of 
the corresponding O-reduction, 2-reduction or 4-reduction. If the two domains D’ 
of G+ M’ and D” of G+ M” are disjoint, D” will be preserved in all graphs G,! 
appearing in M’ and similarly D’ will be preserved in all graphs G; appearing in 
M”. This means that we can define graph reductions G] + CiEJ r;G:; for all i E I 
(with domain D”) and Gj “+ Ciel r,G; for all j E J (with domain D’) in such a way 
that G; = Gii for all i E I, j EJ. Since clearly M’+* CiElrl(CjsJ rj’Gi;) = 
Cie,,jel (rsfrr)GG and M “+* Cjel rr(Cie, rlG,!i) = Cjt./,ie, (r;‘rl)GIi, local confluence 
holds in this case. 
It remains to study the case where D ’ and D” are distinct, but not disjoint. 
Note first that neither D’ nor D” are free loops, thus only 2- and 4-reductions 
need to be considered. If we have two 2-reductions, D’ and D” bound adjacent 
interior 2-gons and it is clear that M’ = M”. If we have two 4-reductions, D’ and 
D” bound two interior 4-gons and share exactly one edge or two opposite edges. 
If they share two opposite edges again one easily checks that M’ = M”. If they 
share exactly one edge, M’ and M” are displayed on Fig. 6 and it is clear that 
there exists M”’ (obtained from M’ and M” by a 2-reduction) with M’+ M”’ and 
M” + M”‘. 
Finally if G+ M’ corresponds to a 2-reduction and G+ M” corresponds to a 
4-reduction, Fig. 7 shows that there exists a graph G”’ (obtained from M’ by a 
2-reduction) with M’+y2G”’ and M”-+*.7(x + 1)G”‘. Thus the equation y2 = 
z(x + 1) guarantees local confluence. This completes the proof. 0 
)=(-zX +X 
Fig. 6. 
= M’ 
= M” 
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Remark. The first part of the above proof shows that in the more general setting 
consider by Yetter [16] the study of local confluence can be restricted to the case 
where the reductions are applied to a single graph. Our approach was motivated 
by the realization that an imprecise definition of the set .A leads to logical 
difficulties. For instance, if .A is defined as the left R-module freely generated by 
PBC (this makes the grouping of terms implicit), we can no longer deal efficiently 
with graph reductions performed on distinct graphs of the same linear combina- 
tion. We could not avoid this by allowing reductions of the form (r + s)G+ 
rM + SG when G+ M because then we would lose the noetherian property. 
In view of Proposition 5 the most general reductive invariant will be obtained 
by taking the ring R to be the quotient of the polynomial ring Z[x, y, z] by the 
ideal generated by the element y2 - z(x + 1). We denote by U(G, x, y, z) the 
value of this invariant for the plane bipartite cubic graph G. Each element of 
the ring R has a canonical form of degree at most 1 in y and U(G, x, y, z) will be 
assumed to be written in this canonical form. 
Proposition 6. For every plane bipartite cubic graph G with n = 4p + 2q vertices 
(p a nonnegative integer, q E (0, I}), U(G, x, y, z) = zPyYQ(G, x), where 
Q(G, x) E +I. 
Proof. By induction on the number of edges. The result is trivially true when G 
has only one edge. 
(i) For a O-reduction (G, G’), U(G, x, y, z) = xU(G’, x, y, z) = 
zPy9xQ(G’, x). 
(ii) For a %-reduction (G, G’), U(G, x, y, z) = yU(G', x, y, z). 
If q = 1, U(G’, x, y, z) = zPQ(G’, x) and hence U(G, x, y, z) = zPy9Q(G’, x). 
If q = 0, U(G’, x, y, z) = zP-‘yQ(G’, x) and hence U(G, x, y, z) = 
rf’-‘y2Q(G’, x) = z”y”(x + l)Q(G’, x). 
(iii) For a 4-reduction (G, G’, G”), 
U(G, x, y, z) = z(U(G’, x, y, z) + VG”, x, Y, z)) 
= z(zP-‘y9Q(G’, x) + zP-‘y9Q(G”, x)) 
= zPy9(Q(G’, x) + Q(G”, x)). 0 
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3.2. A polynomial invariant 
Proposition 6 shows that the nontrivial information contained in the invariant ZJ 
is given by the one-variable polynomial Q. Rather than studying Q directly, 
we introduce a polynomial S in Z[u] defined by the equation S(G, U) = 
U(G, u2 - 1, U, 1) (these values of the variables are consistent with the equation 
y2 = z(x + 1)). Thus: 
(0) If G consists of a single free loop, S(G, U) = 1. 
(i) For every O-reduction (G, G’), S(G, U) = (u’ - l)S(G’, u). 
(ii) For every 2-reduction (G, G’), S(G, u) = uS(G’, u). 
(iii) For every 4-reduction (G, G’, G”), S(G, U) = S(G’, u) + S(G”, u). 
With the notations of Proposition 6, S(G, U) = uqQ(G, u2 - 1). Hence if G has 
n vertices all exponents in S(G, U) have the parity of n/2, and it is easy to recover 
Q from S. Thus we shall not lose in generality by restricting our attention to the 
polynomial S. This is illustrated in the following result. 
Proposition 7. For every plane bipartite cubic graph G with n vertices, S(G, 0) = 0 
if n > 0, S(G, fi) = (I6) (n’2), T(G) = 3S(G, 2) and F(G, z + 1) = z’-“S(G, t). 
The easy proof will be left to the reader (see Propositions 2 and 4 for the two 
last equalities). 
We now present a generalization of the first part of Proposition 3. 
Proposition 8. Let G be a plane bipartite cubic graph with n vertices and k 
connected components, and let a, b be real numbers with 1 <a s b. Then, setting 
c = (b2 - l)/(a” - l), the following inequalities hold. 
(1) c k-‘S(G, a) s S(G, b) S c(~‘~)+~-‘S(G, a) 
(2) (b2 - l)k-l(fi)cnn) c S(G, b) =S (b2 - l)k-1b(n’2) for b 3 ti 
(3) (b2 - l)k-lb(n’z) s S(G, b) < (b2 - l)k-1(e)(n’2) for b s fi. 
Proof. First we note that since S(G, $?) = (ti) (n’2) the first inequality of (1) 
applied when a = ti yields the first inequality of (2). Similarly the first 
inequality of (1) applied when b = fi yields (l/(a2 - l))k-‘S(G, a) s (J&)‘“‘~‘, 
which after replacing a by b gives the second inequality of (3). Now we prove (1) 
together with (2’) 
S(G, 6) s (b2- l)k-1b(n’2) for b 2 fi, 
and (3’) 
(b2 - l)k-1b(n’2) < S(G, b) for b c fi, 
by induction on the number of edges. The above properties are clearly true when 
this number is 1. 
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(i) If (G, G’) is a O-reduction, S(G, a) = (a” - l)S(G’, a) and S(G, b) = 
(b2 - l)S(G’, 6). By the induction hypothesis: 
c~-~S(G’, a) s S(G’, b) =Z c@‘~+‘S(G’, a), 
S(G’, b) < (6’ - l)k-2b(n’2) for b 2 fi, 
and 
(b2 _ l)k--26W c S(G’, b) for b c fi. 
Properties (l), (2’), (3’) follow immediately. 
(ii) If (G, G’) is a 2-reduction, S(G, a) = uS(G’, a) and S(G, 6) = bS(G’, b). 
By the induction hypothesis: 
&lS(G’, a) < S(G’, b) c c(@-‘)‘~)+~--IS(G’, a), 
or equivalently 
ck-‘(b/u)S(G, a) s $(G, b) c ~((~-*)‘~)+~--l(b/u)S(G, a), 
which gives (1) since 1 s (b/u) s c(“~). 
Similarly we have 
S(G’, b) < (b2 - l)k-‘b((n-2)‘2) for b 3 fi 
and 
(62 _ l)k--lbWW) cS(G’, b) for b ~fi 
which yield (2’) and (3’) after multiplication by b. 
(iii) Let now (G, G’, G”) be a 4-reduction. Let k’ (respectively: k”) be the 
number of components of G’ (respectively: G”). By the induction hypothesis 
C “-‘S(G’, a) 6 S(G’, b) c C((n-4)/4)+k’--IS(GJ, u) 
and 
Ck”--lS(Gn, u) 6 ,$(G”, b) < c((~-~)‘~)+~“--IS(G~~, u). 
Hence 
C “-‘S(G’, a) + c““--IS(G”, a) s S(G, b) 
c CKn-4)/4) 
(C “--IS(G’, a) + cL”--IS(G”, a)). 
Since c > 1 and k’ > k, k” 2 k, the first inequality yields 
ck-‘S(G, a) = &‘(S(G’, a) + S(G”, a)) s S(G, b). 
Similarly since c 2 1 and k’ c k + 1, k” s k + 1, the second inequality yields 
S(G, b) < &@-4)/4)+k (S(G’, a) + S(G”, a)) = c(~‘~)+~--IS(G, a), 
and this completes the proof of (1). 
For b 2 e we also have 
S(G’, b) s (b* _ l)k’-lb((n-4)‘2) and S(G”, b) C (b* _ l)k”-‘b((“-4)‘2). 
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Hence S(G, b) s ((6’ - 1)“‘-’ + (b2 - l)k”-1)b((“-4)‘2). As observed in the proof 
of Proposition 3, at least one of the inequalities k’ =Z k + 1, k” < k + 1 is strict. 
Since b* - 12 1, this implies that 
(J,* _ I)‘+’ + (b* _ I)“‘-’ < (b* _ 1)“ + (b* _ I)k-’ = b*(b* _ l)k-’ 
and (2’) follows. 
Finally for 6 c fi we similarly obtain ((b* - l)k’-’ + (b* - l)k”-1)b((n-4)‘2) < 
S(G, b). Now b* - 1 c 1, and the same argument as above gives (3’). 0 
Note that the first part of Proposition 3 is just property (2) for the case 6 = 2. 
The second part can easily be extended as follows. 
Proposition 9. Let G be a plane bipartite cubic graph with n vertices and k 
connected components. Then S(G, u) = (u’- l)k-1~(n’2) if and only if G is 
series-parallel. 
The following result is also an easy consequence of Propositions 7 and 8. 
Proposition 10. Let G be a plane bipartite cubic graph with n vertices and k 
connected components. Then: 
(1) 3 k~“-kF(G, t + 1) c T(G) c 3(n’4)+kt(3n’4)-kF(G, t + 1) 
(2) (0.540)‘“‘*’ - (fi/(t + l))@‘*) < T-~F(G, t + 1) 6 r(-“‘*) - (0.618)‘“‘*’ 
Remark. A result of Tutte ([12], Proposition 3.1) on the chromatic polynomial of 
plane triangulations can be reformulated as follows: for every plane cubic graph 
G with n vertices, rpk IF(G, t + 1)1 c z(-~‘*). This generalizes the second 
inequality in (2) of Proposition 10. No similar generalization of the first inequality 
in (2) is known, but it is shown in [13] (Proposition 3.3) and [14] (Lemma II) that 
F(G, z + 1) is nonzero when G is bridgeless. Concerning a possible generaliza- 
tion of (l), note that an inequality of the form akpn IF(G, z + l)[ c T(G) (for 
positive numbers LY, p) valid for every plane cubic graph G would imply the Four 
Color Theorem. 
3.3. A state model for the polynomial S(G, u) 
We shall now present an explicit expression for the polynomial S in terms of 
edge-3-colorings. This expression is related to similar expressions (called state 
models) for the homfly polynomial (see for instance [lo, 61). 
Every simple closed oriented curve in the plane receives the sign +l if it is 
oriented counterclockwise, and -1 otherwise. The rotation number of a set C of 
disjoint simple closed oriented plane curves, denoted by r(C), is the sum of signs 
of these curves. 
Let G = (V, E) be a plane bipartite cubic graph. We choose an arbitrary 
bipartite orientation of G. Let f : E+ (1, 2, 3) be an edge-3-coloring of G. For 
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i, j in {1,2,3} with i <j, let &(f) be the subgraph formed by the edges which 
are colored i or j. Clearly Eij(f) consists of disjoint simple closed curves. We 
orient these curves by directing the edges colored i according to the chosen 
bipartite orientation, and changing the orientation of the edges colored j. We 
define the rotation number of f as the sum r(f) = r(E&)) + r(E&)) + 
r(E&f)). We denote by C(G) the set of edge-3-colorings of G, and we introduce 
a new variable t. 
Proposition 11. For every plane bipartite cubic graph G, 
c t’(‘-) = (t’ + t-‘+ l)S(G, t + t-l). 
f EC(G) 
Sketch of proof. The proof is based on a local analysis similar to the one used in 
Proposition 2. 
Consider first the case where G is a free loop with orientation sign S. Let J be 
the edge3-coloring which assigns the color i to the unique edge. Then r(f,) = 3, 
r(f2) = 0, r(fJ = -2s. This accounts for the value t2 + tC2 + 1 assigned to the free 
loop and also for the correct behavior with respect to O-reductions. 
Consider now a 2-reduction (G, G’). As explained in the proof of Proposition 
2, an edge-3-coloring f’ of G’ extends naturally to two edge-3-colorings of G. It 
is easy to check that one of these has rotation number r(f’) + 1 while the other 
has rotation number r(f’) - 1. This yields the correct multiplicative factor t + t-‘. 
Finally let (G, G’, G”) be a 4-reduction (see Fig. 2). The idea is to associate to 
each edge-3-coloring of G an edge-3-coloring of G’ or G” with the same rotation 
number in such a way that all edge-3-colorings of G’ or G” are used exactly once. 
For edge-3-colorings of G such that two distinct colors appear on the edges ei, the 
choice of associate is the obvious one. For the other edge-3-colorings, there are 
six cases to consider. We shall briefly discuss one case, the others being quite 
similar. We need the following property (this is Lemma 6.4 of [8]): if C, C’ are 
two sets of disjoint simple closed oriented plane curves which are identical 
outside some disk and behave as shown on Fig. 8 inside this disk, then 
r(C) = r(C’) + 1. This is used in Fig. 9 to establish that the two displayed 
edge-3-colorings have the same rotation number. 0 
C C’ 
Fig. 8. 
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4. Conclusion 
A number of questions concerning the polynomial S(G, u) remain open. 
First we shall point out that the model given in Proposition 11 naturally extends 
the formula T(G) = 3S(G, 2) (which corresponds to the case t = 1) but does not 
seem to explain simply a number of other properties of S established above. For 
instance, can one find a direct proof of the formula CfECcGj eizr(f)‘4 = (ti)(‘@? 
It would also be interesting to find other models for s(G, u) of a more classical 
nature, in particular for integer values of u. We have found such a model for 
the case u = 1 (derived from the model of [S] for the Alexander-Conway 
polynomial) which will be presented elsewhere [5]. 
Another problem would be to try to generalize some of the above results to not 
necessarily bipartite plane cubic graphs. 
Finally we would like to mention some results in the spirit of [7] or [15] 
concerning the computational complexity of the determination of S(G, CL). Using 
Theorem 4.1 of [15] it is not difficult to prove that for any fixed algebraic number 
a, the determination of S(G, a) is #P-hard, except possibly when a2 E { -1, 0, 1, 
2, 1 + -\/2, 1 - fi}. Note that by Proposition 7, S(G, a) can be trivially computed 
in polynomial time for a2 = 0 and a2 = 2. Moreover the above mentioned model 
gives the same result for a2 = 1. On the other hand it can be shown that the 
determination of S(G, a) for a2 = -1 is #P-hard. 
The cases a2 = 1 f fi have also been proved to be #P-hard by Vertigan 
(private communication, September 1991). 
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